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Greetings
As the fifth field season of the PARS project draws to a close, we stand at a critical point in the project. A
primary goals of PARS are to document a minimum of ten herp species in each block and a minimum total
of twenty-five species in each quad. As we enter the next field season, and essentially the second half of
the project, it is critically important for volunteers to focus their data collection efforts with a goal of filling
a quads and blocks.
Fortunately, we now have several tools at our disposal to assist our quad/block goal efforts. The most recent
to be added is an exciting new map application for mobile devices, developed by County Coordinator, Kyle
Fawcett. This application makes it easier to see current block conditions while in the field. More details
regarding this important new tool are explained in the Project Updates section of this newsletter, and in the
Downloadable Resources’ of the PARS website. This new feature dovetails nicely with Nate Nazdrowicz’s
comprehensive article (Spring 2017 PARS newsletter) about the use of Smartphones for viewing block
maps, and greatly streamlines the data entry process.
The new block application for mobile devices is updated twice per month, and is a reflection of the quad/
block map on the PARS website. The website map, which can be viewed as a search option by registered
volunteers, is updated in real time as records are submitted to the website. It is important to remember
that species designated as ‘Species of Special Concern’ will only show up on the quad level, and that those
listed as ‘Threatened’ or ‘Endangered’ will not show up at all in these maps (we can only show Threatened
and Endangered species on the county level). Keeping this in mind, it is possible that quads and blocks
showing up as being one or two species shy of reaching their minimum numbers, may in fact have actually
reached their goal level, but surveyors should assume more records are needed to close the quad/block.
One of the most significant barriers to reaching our quad/block goals is the fact that most of Pennsylvania’s
land is privately owned (84% area). In areas where no public land is accessible, increased road cruising
efforts (particularly on warm, wet nights) can add species numbers to blocks. In many areas however, it will
be necessary to reach out to land owners for permission to survey their properties. To this end, another
important tool is available to volunteers. In the Downloadable Resources section on the PARS website,
standardized forms, letters, and placards are available for printing. If you live in or near a record-lacking
block which appears to be predominantly privately held land, please consider using these resources to
reach out to a neighboring landowner.
Many quads and blocks are only one or two species shy of the goal numbers. In some cases it is only a
matter of documenting a common species such as a Green Frog or Eastern Red-backed Salamander to fill
a block or quad. Many more volunteers are now surveying with the quad/block goal strategy in mind as a
result of training and strategy sessions at our volunteer meetings. Moving forward with these advantages
over the first four years, and a freshly focused effort, we expect to see many blocks closed in the upcoming
2018 season.
As always, thank you for all of your efforts! Good luck with your winter surveys; have fun and be careful.
Marlin Corn
PARS Statewide Coordinator
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Project Updates
NEW BLOCK MAP APPLICATION AVAILABLE
An effective new block map application for mobile devices is now available to PARS volunteers, courtesy of our
County Coordinator, Kyle Fawcett (Union, Snyder & Northumberland Counties). This application, which interfaces
with Google Maps, is a powerful tool for assisting volunteers in their efforts to help the PARS project reach its goal
of ten species per block. A different map for each county can be viewed online or downloaded, and each map
shows the county in block form, with each block color-coded to denote the number of species already verified.
By clicking on a particular block, a list of previously documented species can be viewed (please note that species
listed as Threatened, Endangered, or Species of Special Concern will not show up on block maps). The block
colors are transparent so as to enable viewing of the base map, as well as your current location which is visible
when viewing the maps. The location cursor moves as you do, enabling you to always see exactly where you are
on the map. This is particularly helpful when setting out to target multiple blocks for a survey, or when engaged
in road cruising surveys (DO NOT view your mobile device while operating your vehicle).
To upload the block maps your mobile device must either be an Android (4.0 or higher) or IOS (9.0 or later). You
also must have a Google Gmail account, and have the Google Maps (IOS devices) app, or the Google My Maps
(Android devices) app installed on your device. To view or download a county map, first log-in to the PARS website.
Click on the ‘More’ tab in the black banner, then ‘Downloadable Resources’; in this section click on the ‘PARS Block
Status Maps’ and you will find instructions and a link to the google drive with block maps for each county, and
detailed instructions on uploading and using the maps. Kyle updates the maps twice each month. If you have any
questions about this new application, you can contact Kyle at snyder@paherpsurvey.org.

An example of a PARS Status Block Map; in this example, Centre County is shown in block form. Blocks colored
black have no species recorded, while green blocks have 1-3 confirmed species, blue blocks have 4-6 confirmed
species, orange blocks have 7-9 confirmed species, and red blocks have reached their goal of 10 or more confirmed
species. By clicking (or tapping) on a block, a list of confirmed species for that block will appear under the block
name.
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CALENDAR!

PARS Presentations & Volunteer Workshops:
Amphibians and Reptiles of Dauphin County - Some Lost, Some Found
January 30, 2018, 7:00pm – 8:30pm
Benjamin Olewine III Nature Center,
100 Wildwood Way, Harrisburg, PA 17110
For more information contact: Dave McNaughton davmcnaugh@pa.gov

Scheduled Herp-Blitz & Field Trips:

Herp Blitz - Greene County

April 8, 2018
Details to be announced
Contact Marlin Corn for more info: mcorn@machac.org

Herp Blitz - Mercer County

April 28, 2018
Details to be announced
Contact Mark Lethaby for more info:
nw@paherpsurvey.org

Herp Blitz - Sullivan County

April 29, 2018
Details to be announced
Contact Marlin Corn for more info: mcorn@machac.org

Herp Blitz - Clearfield County

May 20, 2018
Details to be announced
Contact Marlin Corn for more info: mcorn@machac.org
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A young volunteer identifies a captured
specimen during a PARS survey conducted in
Susquehanna County by Tim Matthews this
past summer. Photo: Tim Matthews

More to be scheduled – stay tuned for details!
Find current events at http://paherpsurvey.org/news/events
or on Facebook at http://facebook.com/paherpsurvey

,

HERPS In Action

Natural moments in the lives of amphibians and reptiles captured in
photographs submitted by PARS volunteers during the Spring and Summer of 2017

Allegheny Mountain Dusky Salamander eating a beetle grub.
Photo: Amanda Felegie

Female Eastern Box Turtle nesting.
Photo: Denise Millard

Gray Treefrogs mating.
Photo: Kyle Fawcett

Eastern Gartersnake eating an Eastern American Toad
Photo: Sebastian Harris

Northern Watersnake swimming.
Photo: Neil DeMaster
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HERPS In Action

Eastern American Toad, capturing an earthworm.
Photo: Brandon Hunsberger

Northern Racer, capturing a Pickerel Frog
Photo: Marlin Corn

Eastern Milksnakes, mating.
Photo: Julie Levick

Eastern American Toads, mating.
Photo: Stephen Staedtler

Mountain Chorus Frogs, mating.
Photo: Brian Jones

HERPS In Action

Snapping Turtles engaged in courtship
Photo: Nick Guirate

Wood Turtle, nesting.
Photo: Mark Lethaby

Red-spotted Newts, engaged in courtship.
Photo: Jaime Thomas

Eastern American Toad, eating a Northern Ring-necked
Snake Photo: Michelle Rundquist-Franz

Wood Turtles, mating.
Photo: Joseph Menges

Timber Rattlesnake, eating a chipmunk.
Photo: Dave Hughes

HERPS In Action

Eastern Gartersnake, eating an Eastern American Toad
Photo: Dave Chadwell

Wood Turtle, nesting.
Photo: Joseph Rebar

Snapping Turtles, engaged in courtship.
Photo: Ken Anderson

Spring Peepers, mating.
Photo: Brandon Hunsberger

Northern Watersnakes, mating
Photo: Stephen Staedtler

Northern Watersnake, eating a fish.
Photo: Ryan Seltzer

HERPS In Action

Eastern Ratsnake, attacking a Whippoorwill nest
Photo: Dave McNaughton

Highlights of the
2017 Spring & Summer Seasons
Salamanders

Five records for Common Mudpuppy were received from four different counties during the spring quarter, and four records
from two additional counties were received for the summer quarter. An observation submitted from Fayette County appears
to be a county record. Two records from Crawford County are from a new block for this species.
Thirteen observations of Hellbenders were submitted from seven different counties during the summer quarter. Records
from McKean County and Potter County represent new quads.
An apparent county record was made for Jefferson Salamander in Perry County, with both an adult and larval vouchers
submitted. A total of seven Jefferson Salamander blocks were received from the spring quarter, and three from the summer
quarter. Observations from Centre, Warren and Wyoming Counties are from new quads. A record from Mifflin County is also
from a new block for the Jefferson Salamander.
During the spring and fall, Seal Salamanders were reconfirmed in numerous historical blocks, and in addition to several new
blocks, two new quads were added for this species.
A Northern Ravine Salamander observation made during the spring quarter, and two summer observations reconfirm two
historical blocks, while a summer observation in Washington County represents a new quad for this species.

Frogs

Twenty observations of Fowler’s Toad were submitted during the spring and summer quarters. A Snyder County record and
a Monroe County record each represents a new block.
Cope’s Gray Treefrogs were recorded in seven new quads, bringing a total of twenty-five quads in which this species has now
been confirmed. An Adams County observation is a county record for Cope’s Gray Treefrog, which is now known from ten
different counties in Pennsylvania.
A voucher photo showing a mating pair of Mountain Chorus Frogs represents a new quad for this species in Fayette County.
An Upland Chorus Frog was found in a new block in Franklin County. Since the PARS project kicked off, this is the first
submission of an Upland Chorus Frog record which contains voucher photographs of an adult specimen.
A total of five observations were submitted for the Eastern Spadefoot, which is now known from eleven counties in
Pennsylvania.

Lizards

Seventeen records with vouchers of Northern Coal Skink were submitted during the spring and summer. Two represent
the first observations in Union County since 1959, and both of these records are from new quads. In Venango County, four
records are from a new block, and four others are from a new quad. Two records from Warren County and a record from
Forest County also represent new quads for the Northern Coal Skink.
Nineteen vouchered observations of Eastern Fence Lizards were received during the spring and summer seasons.
Submissions from Cumberland, Huntingdon, Northumberland, and Washington Counties are all from new quads, while
another Huntingdon County record and a Juniata County record are from new blocks.
…...Continued on next page……
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Snakes

Fifty-three observations of Northern Copperheads were received from seventeen different counties during the spring and
summer. Observations from Armstrong, Berks, Fayette, Fulton and Perry Counties each represent a new quad, while records
from Adams County, Indiana and Northumberland Counties represent new blocks for this species.
Eleven observations of Eastern Wormsnakes were submitted; a nice number for this elusive species. Documentations from
Bedford and Union Counties both appear to be county records. Two specimens found in Huntingdon County represent a
new block. All of these observations were made during the spring quarter.
Forty-two observations of Eastern Hog-nosed Snakes submitted from thirteen counties during the spring and summer.
These observations include eight new quads and ten new blocks. A Schuylkill County records represents a most unusual
observation; the posterior portion of the snake is protruding from the clamped shell of an Eastern Box Turtle. The body of
the snake appears limp, but it is unknown whether the snake was alive or already dead when the turtle apparently decided
to make a meal of it.
A total of Fifty-one vouchered records of Smooth Greensnakes were received from the spring and summer quarters, and a
Perry County submission appears to be a county record. Other observations are the first in many years for certain counties.
An observation made in Huntingdon County is the first since 1934. A Jefferson County observation is the since 1948, and two
records from Forest County are the first in that county since 1964. A total of fifteen new quads and seven new blocks have
been added for the Smooth Greensnake.
Seventeen Ribbonsnake vouchers were received from ten different counties, with an apparent county record from
Lackawanna County. Additionally, four new quads and one new block were added for this species.
Eleven observations of Mountain Earthsnakes were made in five different counties during the spring and summer, with two
observations from Somerset County representing the first observations in that county since 1954. Two new quads and a
new block were added for this Smooth Earthsnake subspecies. Three observations of the elusive Eastern Smooth Earthsnake
subspecies were made, one of which represents a new block.

Turtles

Observations of Spotted Turtles during the spring and summer include an apparent county record for Mifflin County. A
Union County observation is the first in that county since 1955, and a Westmoreland County observation is the first since
1900. The submissions for Spotted Turtle include seven new quads and six new blocks.
Twelve observations of Bog Turtles were submitted from five different counties during the spring and summer, one of which
represents a new block for this species.
Thirty-one observations of Northern Red-bellied Cooters were submitted from nine different counties during the spring and
summer. A submission from Luzerne County appears to be a county record. Additionally, two quads and three blocks have
been added for the Northern Red-bellied Cooter.

Observations from the Field - Spring 2017
Summary of vouchered records received from April through June 2017:
Please note that these numbers represent the number of blocks, not actual numbers of specimens.
Records not submitted by the end of the month may not be included.
Records listed here might not have yet passed through the verification process.

Salamanders

Common Mudpuppy: 5
Eastern Hellbender: 1
Jefferson Salamander: 6
Spotted Salamander: 147
Blue-spotted Salamander: 2
Marbled Salamander: 19
Green Salamander: 6
Northern Dusky Salamander: 201
Seal Salamander: 38
Allegheny Mountain Dusky Salamander: 244
Northern Two-lined Salamander: 150
Eastern Long-tailed Salamander: 80
Northern Spring Salamander: 50
Four-toed Salamander: 35
Red-spotted Newt: 420
Eastern Red-backed Salamander: 430
Northern Ravine Salamander: 1
Northern Slimy Salamander: 244
Valley & Ridge Salamander: 37
Wehrle’s Salamander: 52
Northern Red Salamander: 71

Snakes

Eastern Hog-nosed Snake Photo: Amy Shull

Turtles

Frogs

Northern Cricket Frog: 1
Eastern American Toad: 504
Fowler’s Toad: 10
Cope’s Gray Treefrog: 5
Gray Treefrog: 146
Unknown Gray Treefrog spp.: 61
American Bullfrog: 204
Green Frog: 468
Atlantic Coast Leopard Frog: 1
Pickerel Frog: 94
Northern Leopard Frog:11
Wood Frog: 147
Mountain Chorus Frog: 2
Spring Peeper: 288
Upland Chorus Frog: 3
Eastern Spadefoot: 2

Lizards

Northern Coal Skink: 8
Common Five-lined Skink: 33
Broad-headed Skink: 3
Italian Wall Lizard*: 1
Eastern Fence Lizard: 9
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Northern Copperhead: 24
Eastern Wormsnake: 9
Northern Black Racer: 42
Timber Rattlesnake: 110
Northern Ring-necked Snake: 238
Eastern Hog-nosed Snake: 26
Eastern Milksnake: 109
Northern Watersnake: 162
Northern Rough Greensnake: 1
Smooth Greensnake: 28
Eastern Ratsnake: 132
Queensnake: 14
Eastern Massasauga: 1
Northern Brownsnake: 88
Northern Red-bellied Snake: 86
Shorthead Gartersnake: 76
Eastern Gartersnake: 345
Ribbonsnake: 9
Mountain Earthsnake: 7
Eastern Smooth Earthsnake: 3

Smooth Greensnake Photo: Chris Bortz

Northern Leopard Frog Photo: Brandon Hunsberger
Pickerel Frog Photo: Nate Nazdrowicz

Spiny Softshell: 6
Snapping Turtle: 174
Painted Turtle: 146
Spotted Turtle: 19
Blanding’s Turtle: 2
Wood Turtle: 133
Bog Turtle: 10
Northern Map Turtle: 36
River Cooter*: 1
Northern Red-bellied Cooter: 17
Eastern Musk Turtle: 10
Red-eared Slider*: 24
Yellow-bellied Slider*: 1

*introduced species

Observations from the Field - Summer 2017
Summary of vouchered records received from July through September 2017:
Please note that these numbers represent the number of blocks, not actual numbers of specimens.
Records not submitted by the end of the month may not be included.
Records listed here might not have yet passed through the verification process.

Salamanders

Common Mudpuppy: 4
Eastern Hellbender: 9
Jefferson Salamander: 3
Spotted Salamander: 31
Blue-spotted Salamander: 1
Marbled Salamander: 14
Green Salamander: 2
Northern Dusky Salamander: 152
Seal Salamander: 26
Allegheny Mountain Dusky Salamander: 232
Northern Two-lined Salamander: 147
Eastern Long-tailed Salamander: 70
Northern Spring Salamander: 33
Four-toed Salamander: 6
Red-spotted Newt: 217
Eastern Red-backed Salamander: 228
Northern Ravine Salamander: 3
Northern Slimy Salamander: 162
Valley & Ridge Salamander: 2
Wehrle’s Salamander: 22
Northern Red Salamander: 47

Frogs

Northern Cricket Frog: 1
Eastern American Toad: 341
Fowler’s Toad: 10
Cope’s Gray Treefrog: 5
Gray Treefrog: 61
Unknown Gray Treefrog spp.: 37
American Bullfrog: 156
Green Frog: 367
Atlantic Coast Leopard Frog: 1
Pickerel Frog: 105
Northern Leopard Frog:19
Wood Frog: 84
Spring Peeper: 58
Eastern Spadefoot: 3

Snakes

Eastern Spadefoot

Photo: John Lowin

Northern Copperhead: 28
Northern Black Racer: 19
Timber Rattlesnake: 94
Northern Ring-necked Snake: 180
Eastern Hog-nosed Snake: 14
Eastern Milksnake: 67
Northern Watersnake: 107
Northern Rough Greensnake: 2
Smooth Greensnake: 23
Eastern Ratsnake: 103
Queensnake: 10
Eastern Massasauga: 1
Northern Brownsnake: 68
Northern Red-bellied Snake: 87
Shorthead Gartersnake: 55
Eastern Gartersnake: 251
Ribbonsnake: 9
Mountain Earthsnake: 4

Turtles

Green Salamander Photo: Gary Pluto

Northern Leopard Frog Photo: Brandon Hunsberger
Gray Treefrog Photo: Jennifer Topolski

Spiny Softshell: 12
Snapping Turtle: 64
Painted Turtle: 82
Spotted Turtle: 2
Blanding’s Turtle: 1
Wood Turtle: 45
Bog Turtle: 2
Northern Map Turtle: 24
Florida Red-bellied Cooter*: 1
Northern Red-bellied Cooter: 12
Eastern Musk Turtle: 5
Red-eared Slider*: 18
Yellow-bellied Slider*: 2
Eastern Box Turtle : 79

*introduced species

Lizards

Northern Coal Skink: 10
Common Five-lined Skink: 23
Eastern Fence Lizard: 9
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The PARS Experience
A new column for the PARS newsletter, ‘The PARS Experience’ illustrates the field survey as experienced
by volunteers. This issue’s contribution is by Southwest Regional Coordinator, Ed Patterson.

“Woakhanne – The Crooked Stream”
June 30, 2017 – 5:30 p.m.

For Edward Abbey, Indiana County native and
noted environmental writer, Crooked Creek was
the stream of his youth. Later in life he learned
to love, write, and advocate for the great rivers
of the American West. I’ve lived near the banks
of Crooked Creek for almost three decades, not
far from where Edward Abbey spent much of
his youth, and in that time, it has become my
favorite stream.
Woakhanne – the crooked stream with many bends.
Native American name for Crooked Creek, Indiana
County.
Everyone has a favorite stream. Maybe it’s a
small stream etched into the memory of your
childhood, maybe it’s one you have come to
know later in life while fishing its banks, floating
on its current, or watching the wildlife that lives
and travels along its watery path. Maybe it’s one
you drive by every day on your way to work.

“Raised in the backwoods of the Allegheny
Mountains, I remember clearly how we used to
chop blocks of ice out of Crooked Creek, haul them
with team and wagon about a mile up the hill to the
farmhouse and store them away in sawdust for use
in the summer.”
-Edward Abbey, Desert Solitaire
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The waters that flow from my pond empty into
Crooked Creek, adding to its daily volume. Every
day I observe the creek; sometimes it’s placid
and peaceful, other times a raging torrent that
roars and floods.
Annie Dillard once wrote about her favorite
stream, Tinker Creek, “It has always been a happy
thought to me that the creek runs on all night,
new every minute, whether I wish it or know it
or care…to whisper to itself its own inexhaustible
tale.” (Pilgrim at Tinker Creek).
Likewise, I take pleasure in knowing that Crooked
Creek is ever-changing with its own story to tell.
In places, Crooked Creek is a remarkably wild
stream. Thick brush and streamside vegetation
hide its beauty and provide cover for a variety
of wildlife. In a thicket along Crooked Creek the
largest Black Bear harvested in Pennsylvania in
2016 was taken by an archery hunter. At 740
pounds, the bear was so massive a front-end
loader had to be used to haul it out of the woods.
Wood Turtles and Box Turtles roam its
floodplains, Spiny Softshell Turtles bask on its
banks, and Snapping Turtles cross its nearby
roads. Great Blue Herons, Wood Ducks, Barred
Owls, Belted Kingfishers and a variety of other
birds are found and heard along its shores and

hillsides. Muskrats nest on its banks and Minks
ply its waters.
Two historic covered bridges, built in the late
1800s, cross over it. Several other covered
bridges, now gone, were lost to flooding while
others were replaced with concrete bridges built
to handle modern traffic loads.
Crooked Creek begins as a small stream in
northern Indiana County. After traveling through
woodlands, pastures, cropland and small villages,
it leaves the county near Shelocta and enters
Armstrong County. A few miles downstream of
Ford City it discharges into the Allegheny River.
Before reaching the river, it passes through
Crooked Creek Reservoir, a U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers dam built to protect Pittsburgh from
flooding.
Man has not always been kind to Crooked
Creek. In the early 1900s the R&P Coal Company
began mining coal here at the large Ernest
Mine complex, and abandoned mine drainage
destroyed the stream’s aquatic life - fourteen
miles of the stream are still listed as impaired.
For eight of the fifty years that my father worked
in the area’s coal mines, he worked in the Ernest
Mine - one reason why I am so partial to this
stream, its surroundings, and its future.

A mine water treatment plant, constructed in the
1980s and now abandoned, was an engineering
failure. To this day the acid waters from the
Ernest Mine still enter the stream. Several miles
downstream of Creekside enough fresh water
enters the stream and aquatic life returns.
I came to know Crooked Creek more intimately
while searching for Seal Salamanders on its
steep hillsides. The preferred habitat of Seal
Salamanders is a well-aerated, rocky stream
in cove forest ravines. They have a strong
preference for rocky hillside seeps, perennial
springs and waterfalls. In many places the steep,
easily eroded hillsides expose rock and shale
formations that are ideal habitat for them. While
Seal Salamanders are more well-known in the
Laurel Ridge and Chestnut Ridge areas of Indiana
County, there are several ravines along Crooked
Creek that have surprisingly large populations of
them.

After I first discovered Seal Salamanders living
along Crooked Creek, I studied topographical
maps to locate other ravines that might yield
more populations. To date, fourteen Seal
Salamander locations have been discovered.
An examination of aerial photographs of Crooked
Creek will reveal a stream that Native Americans
appropriately named. The stream has numerous
bends, twists and turns along its route. While
traveling the roads throughout the watershed it
is easy to lose one’s sense of direction, something
that has happened to me more than once - a
native lost in his own land.
During my searches I’ve discovered several
waterfalls and visited out-of-the-way places that
few people ever enter. I have come to appreciate
the hidden beauty of Crooked Creek and realize
it is more of a gem than I ever knew.

Although Edward Abbey spent his adult life in
the American West, the hills of Appalachia were
never far from his mind. In The Fool’s Progress
he wrote, “I longed for the warm green hills of
Pennsylvania, for the little wooden baseball towns,
the sulfurous creeks and covered bridges, the smoky
evenings rich with fireflies. I thought of the winding
red-dog road that lead under oak and maple trees
toward the creaking old farmhouse that was our
home, where the dogs waited on the front porch,
where my sister and my brothers played in the
twilight under the giant sugar maple, where my
father and mother sat inside in the amber light of
kerosene lamps, listening to their battery-powered
Zenith radio, waiting for me. I was sick for home.”
Crooked Creek is an easy stream to overlook. It’s
not an impressive river, like the Colorado with
its raging rapids, nor is it etched in the minds
of people like the mighty Mississippi. But along
its course the green hills endure, the wooden
baseball towns survive (although the population
in them continues to decline), streams with
sulfur persist, covered bridges can be crossed
and fireflies still linger in the nighttime sky.
And Woakhanne, the crooked stream? It endures,
with new stories to tell every day.
Ed Patterson

Looking for Lizards
Of the five different groups of herps found in Pennsylvania, lizards are by far the least diverse, with only four native
species currently known: Coal Skink (Plestiodon anthracinus), Common Five-lined Skink (P. fasciatus), Broad-headed
Skink (P. laticeps) and Eastern Fence Lizard (Sceloporus undulatus). The Coal Skink has a fairly restricted range through
13 counties in the north-central and northwestern region of our state, while the Broad-headed Skink is currently
known from only three counties. The other two species have more expansive ranges, yet their populations are
highly localized. This relative scarcity, combined with the sleek design and wary disposition all four species share,
make Pennsylvania’s lizards are among the most challenging of our herps to locate, approach and photograph.
Lizards actually belong to the same order of reptiles as snakes, Squamata, but are distinctly different enough to
be separated into sub-orders; snakes are assigned to Serpentes, and lizards to Lacertilia. Both being Squamates,
snakes and lizards share some behavioral traits and environmental requirements, but in some respects there are
differences. As with snakes, understanding some key aspects of their habitat and behavior can make it easier for
you to locate and document them.

Photo: Paul T. Fagley

Photo: Brandon Ruhe

Photo: Bob Ferguson

Photo: Marlin Corn

Pennsylvania’s four native lizard species (left to right): Plestiodon fasciatus (male and female shown), P. laticeps, P. anthracinus
and Sceloporus undulatus. Mature male and female P. fasciatus are extremely similar-looking to male and female P. laticeps,
but do not attain the larger size of the latter (up to 12 inches), rarely attaining a length greater than 8 inches. Bold, black
lateral stripes without a well-defined mid-dorsal stripe makes P. anthracinus easy to differentiate from the other two skink
species. The ‘spiny’ scales of Sceloporus undulatus make it the easiest Pennsylvania lizard to identify. Juveniles of all three
skink species have bright blue tails. The faces of adult males take on a reddish color during the breeding season.

Timing

Generally, Pennsylvania’s native lizards tend to be active anytime from early April to late September. They are
diurnal and most often observed basking in the sun or hiding beneath cover objects. Warm, sunny days tend to be
the most productive for spotting lizards. Like snakes, lizards are eager to bask in early-morning sun after a chilly
night during the active seasons, so early morning is a good time of day to begin searching. However, in general,
lizards tend to enjoy higher temperatures than snakes, and are often observed in full sunlight later in the day than
most snakes, and during warmer temperatures.

Habitat

Like snakes, lizards can occupy a variety of habitats and are sometimes even found in the backyard or garden. A key
component of habitat is open sunny spaces, preferably with elevated structures for basking, from which they can
scan for prey and potential danger. For this reason, rocky outcrops, cliffs and talus slopes are excellent locations
to look for lizards. Exposed rocky areas in forested regions and open rocky spots in the vicinity of streams may be
particularly productive. Large woodpiles and the trunks of large trees at the edge of clearings are also favored sites.
Snags (dead trees) are particularly valuable to lizards. In addition to offering nice basking sites, snags are magnets

…...tips for improving field-herping skills
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for many insects, which are the primary prey of lizards. Old cavities left by nesting woodpeckers offer refuge, and
the rotting wood inside makes for ideal nesting sites for lizards.
Certain man-made structures are also appealing to lizards. The walls of buildings can mimic cliff faces; and old,
uninhabited buildings, in particular are good places to check due to the lack of human activity. The rock grades
of railroad tracks provide a sunny basking habitat not unlike that of talus slopes. Many railroads will have piles of
old wooden ties lying about, which are very attractive to lizards both for basking and for cover. Since railways are
often used as travel corridors by wildlife, it is possible some lizard populations may have utilized them to expand
their range and colonize new areas. Some lizard populations have been found in industrial parks, which are often
in close proximity to railways. The rear areas of many of these buildings are often quiet, with little human activity,
and may have patches of unkempt, weedy areas nearby; a perfect setting for lizards.

Search Methods

When surveying an area with potential lizard habitat, employing certain search methods will be helpful in locating
these elusive reptiles.

Look ahead

Lizards are wary and alert for potential danger, and will often see you before you see them. While hiking, scan
potential basking sites as they appear in the distance. A pair of binoculars can be very helpful in this regard. Watch
for movement; while lizards may blend in with their surroundings they will often begin to move about as soon as
they detect your approach. At the same time, try to remain aware of your immediate surroundings. A nearby lizard
that you did not see might suddenly dart across your path.

Look up

Don’t look just at the ground or at eye level. Some lizards, such as the Eastern Fence Lizard and Broad-headed
Skink, are excellent climbers and may more often be sighted several meters above you. Rocky outcrops, cliff walls,
tree trunks, fence posts and other elevated sites are favored for basking by lizards because they can see potential
danger approaching.

Photo: Renee Rosier

Photo: Lee Trostle

Look up! The silhouette of an Eastern Fence Lizard can be seen high off the ground on the tree trunk in the left photo. On
the right a skink climbs the wall of a building. Common Five-lined Skinks are sometimes found in human environs.

Listen

Lizards on the ground can be difficult to see in vegetation and leaf litter, but they often give themselves away as
they skitter through dry vegetation and leaves. Be aware of such rustlings on the ground immediately ahead of you.

Be sneaky

Pennsylvania’s lizards are streamlined and quick. It does not take much to startle them and send them darting
under a cover object or running up a tree. But, a basking lizard might remain still as a stealthy observer creeps over
to snap a picture. Working in tandem with a partner may prove valuable. Lizards tend to scurry to the opposite side
of the tree, rock or other object they are found on when approached. Once you are in position to take a photograph,
have your partner walk to the opposite side to scare the lizard back to your side.

Check cover objects

All four of our native lizard species are diurnal, so they seek safe spaces in which to spend the night. They will also
take refuge during the day from hot sun or unseasonably cold weather. At dawn and dusk and during inclement
weather they can sometimes be found hiding beneath cover objects. As with snakes, logs, loose bark, rocks, railroad
ties, shingles, boards and other forms of natural or human-generated debris may offer a good hiding place for
lizards. Coal Skinks tend to be less arboreal than the other three native lizards, and are most often found by lifting
cover objects. Any of our lizard species may nest beneath cover objects on the ground. If a nesting lizard, or any
other nesting herp or eggs of a herpetological species) is found beneath a cover object, take a quick snapshot
without further disturbance, and immediately put the cover object back into place as carefully as possible.

Photo-documentation

As with any herpetological documentation submitted to the PARS project, a voucher photo is needed for verification.
Because lizards can be difficult to approach, a zoom lens can be invaluable when photographing them. When you
spot a lizard, start taking photos right away, just in case it skitters off and cannot be found again. Eastern Fence
Lizards are distinctive compared to our skink species, so an extreme close-up shot is not necessary for verification.
Coal Skinks are distinctive enough, compared to our other two skink species, that a photograph in which the back
and/or sides are clearly visible will be adequate for verification. However, Five-lined Skinks and Broad-headed
Skinks can be very similar in appearance. While a Common Five-lined Skink will never reach the 12+ inch length a
Broad-headed Skink can attain, it can be very difficult to differentiate between a younger P. laticeps and older P.
fasciatus. Two key differences lie in the arrangement of certain facial scales, so it is important to get a close-up,
profile image of the face. Broad-headed Skinks have five labial scales (scales of the upper mouth anterior to the
eye) while Common Five-lined Skinks have only four. Occasionally a Broad-headed Skink may have only four labial
scales on one side of the face, so both sides of the face should be photographed whenever possible. Additionally,
Common Five-lined Skinks have two enlarged post-labial scales (immediately anterior to the ear opening), which
are lacking in Broad-headed Skinks.

The presence of five labial scales on at least one side of the face, and lack of enlarged post-labial scales confirms a Broadheaded Skink (left photo).The presence of enlarged post-labial scales, and only four labial scales on both sides of the face
confirms a Common Five-lined Skink (right photo).

Non-native Species

Several non-native species of lizards have turned up in Pennsylvania, including Brown Anoles,
Mediterranean Geckos and Italian Wall Lizards. While lizards may be unintentionally imported in a
shipment of house plants or other commerce (likely the situation with the anoles), the Mediterranean
Geckos and Italian Wall Lizards appear to have become ensconced with breeding populations in urban
and suburban locations in the southeastern region of the state. Both of these species tend to associate
with human environs, even in their native lands. There is a good chance these two species or other nonnative lizards may turn up in other parts of the state, particularly areas with robust commerce ports.
One of the functions of PARS is to track the spread of non-native herpetological species; another reason
photo-documentation of all observed lizards is important.

Two non-native lizard species have appeared to establish breeding populations in southeastern Pennsylvania; the Italian Wall
Lizard (left photo) and the Mediterranean House Gecko.

Good Field Protocol
Each issue of the PARS newsletter will highlight a different form of proper field protocol that PARS volunteers are urged to
adhere to while surveying in the field. Following these protocols will help insure minimum impact to the environment and
the animals we are seeking to document.

Leave Logs Intact
Field herpers know that rolling fallen trees over can reveal hidden herps. Once these logs reach a
certain point of decay, they may easily fall apart when disturbed by flipping. Sometimes herps may
even be found inside of rotted cavities, relishing the moisture and feeding on the abundance of
invertebrates usually associated with rotting logs. The soft, moist interior of logs in advanced stages
of decomposition provides a perfect medium in which lizards and many snake species can lay their
eggs. For this reason it is not advisable to rip apart these types of logs; if a log begins to fall apart
when you attempt to roll it, leave it be to avoid potential damage to reptile eggs by inadvertently
crushing, or exposing them to the desiccating effects of dry air.

Eggs of a Black Racer (Coluber constrictor) found within a rotting log at the edge of a forest.

….and Etiquette
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PA R S L E A G U E O F E X C E P T I O N A L H E R P E R S
The column dedicated to recognition of noteworthy herping achievements and our wonderful volunteers.
Recognitions based on highest number of observations, most significant observations, and other distinguished efforts.

Block Masters
PARS volunteers who held the top ten slots for the most quadblocks surveyed since the project launch as of the close of the Spring
quarter: *November 14, 2017 snapshot

PARS volunteers who currently* hold the top ten slots for the most
quad-blocks surveyed since the project launch: *November 14,
2017 snapshot

Kyle Loucks:--------------------------------------367 blocks
Kyle Fawcett:-------------------------------------363 blocks
Scott Martin:-------------------------------------300 blocks
Mark Lethaby:-----------------------------------288 blocks
Chris Bortz: --------------------------------------265 blocks
Nate Nazdrowicz-------------------------------245 blocks
Ed Patterson:------------------------------------242 blocks
Tom Pluto:----------------------------------------234 blocks
Brandon Hunsberger:------------------------206 blocks
Andy Weber:-------------------------------------172 blocks

Kyle Fawcett:-------------------------------------447 blocks
Kyle Loucks:--------------------------------------371 blocks
Tom Pluto: ----------------------------------------324 blocks
Scott Martin:-------------------------------------312 blocks
Mark Lethaby:-----------------------------------308 blocks
Chris Bortz: --------------------------------------307 blocks
Ed Patterson: -----------------------------------268 blocks
Nate Nazdrowicz-------------------------------256 blocks
Brandon Hunsberger:------------------------224 blocks
Andy Weber:-------------------------------------201 blocks

The 100 Club
PARS members who made over 100 documentations
during April, May or June of 2017:

PARS members who made over 100 documentations during
July, August or September of 2017:

Brandon Hunsberger:------------------------324 records in May
------------------------277 records in June
Ed Patterson: ------------------------------------153 records in April
------------------------------------111 records in May
------------------------------------128 records in June
Kyle Fawcett: ------------------------------------219 records in April
------------------------------------179 records in May
------------------------------------441 records in June
Chris Bortz:---------------------------------------111 records in April

Brandon Hunsberger:------------------------109 records in Aug.
Ed Patterson:------------------------------------138 records in Aug.
-------------------------------------112 records in Sept.
Kyle Fawcett: ------------------------------------340 records in July
------------------------------------176 records in Aug.
Chris Bortz:---------------------------------------184 records in Aug.

The Fantastic Five
PARS volunteers who have submitted the most records
since the launch of the PARS project on June 1, 2013
through September 30, 2017:

Brandon Hunsberger-------------------------4,180 Records
Ed Patterson-------------------------------------4,039 Records
Kyle Fawcett--------------------------------------3,828 Records
Duane Stafford----------------------------------,432 Records
Chris Bortz----------------------------------------2,631 Records
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Meet the Volunteers
Denise Millard

Photo: Dennis Millard

Hello,
My name is Denise Millard. I’m a lifetime
resident of Southern Berks County, and
I grew up on a farmette that bordered
the woods. I always seemed to be down
at the creek or hiking. I just loved finding
crawfish, salamanders and turtles, etc. I
would read all the books I could find about
reptiles and amphibians. I’ve also learned
a lot from a local wildlife rescue .Box
turtles seem to be my favorite herp. My
Dad always stopped to move them across
the road. He would always say “make sure
you move them in the direction they are
going or they will turn around”.
Fast forward to 2011; I ‘m married with two
grown sons, and I work as a Veterinarian
Assistant. That year I found a box turtle
that had been hit by a car. The plastron
was pushed up and it couldn’t get its back
legs out. The doctor I work for treated the
turtle and after three months of rehab
at my house it had completely recovered
and was released near the location it was
found. I had recently learned that they
live in the same area their entire lives, so
they shouldn’t be removed from the area
they are found in. I’m lucky to live in an
area that has a healthy population of box
turtles. We’ve seen a few females laying
eggs on our property.

I’ve passed my knowledge on to family and friends, and I feel a sense of accomplishment when someone
calls me and says “I moved a turtle across the road today “. Then, in 2013 I read about the PARS project.
I was excited to volunteer. I think PARS is a valuable resource for the herps in Pennsylvania. With all the
residential and industrial development occurring, it is of utmost importance to keep track of our herps.
Sincerely,
Denise Millard
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Species Spotlight
Eastern Massasauga
Sistrurus catenatus

Photo: B. Ruhe

The Eastern Massasauga is Pennsylvania’s smallest and most secretive pit viper. It is also one of Pennsylvania’s
rarest reptile species. Never common or widespread species in the Commonwealth, the species has declined
and its known range has shrunk considerably, since the first historical records appeared in literature. This is due
to the loss and degradation of its primary habitat in our state; relic prairie.

Range and Habitat:
The Eastern Massasauga is originally known from six counties in
Pennsylvania. It appears to have been extirpated from Allegheny,
Crawford, and Lawrence Counties, and is currently known only to
reside in Butler, Mercer, and Venango Counties. A habitat specialist,
this species requires open meadow, grassland or open field habitat
adjacent to wetlands. The wetlands are needed for overwintering,
where the snakes hibernate underground. They usually access
hibernacula through crawfish or mammal burrows to reach the water
table, often lying in water for the winter.
Search Strategy:
The Eastern Massasauga is cryptically patterned to blend into the
patchily shaded ground of grassy habitat. The difficulty of visually
locating these snakes becomes more extreme as the vegetation
grows, so surveys are advisable as early in the season as possible.
Move through potential habitat slowly, carefully parting vegetation
with a walking stick. Also, listen carefully for the insect-like buzz of its
small rattle. Because of the cryptic nature of this venomous species,
it is advisable to wear boots made of thick rubber, leather or other
snakebite-proof material. Because they are venomous, and because
they are listed as an Endangered Species in Pennsylvania, do not
attempt to handle any encountered specimens. Due to their listing, it
should be noted that surveying known sites is not permissible without
proper permits or expressed permission from the Pennsylvania Fish &
Boat Commission.

Eastern Massasauga habitat.
Photo: Ken Anderson
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NAME THAT HERP:
Anaxyrus Analysis

Differentiating between Eastern American Toads (Anaxyrus americanus) and Fowler’s Toads (A. fowleri)
can sometimes be challenging for the field herper. See if you can correctly determine the identity of the
following specimens, which have all been confirmed by the PARS Verification Committee.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

NAME THAT HERP:
Anaxyrus Analysis

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

NAME THAT HERP:
Anaxyrus Analysis

M.

N.

O.

P.

Q.

R.

NAME THAT HERP:
Anaxyrus Analysis

S.

T.

U.

V.

W.

X.

NAME THAT HERP:
Anaxyrus Analysis: Answers
Eastern American Toad: A, D, E, F, G, H, M, Q, T. X.
Fowler’s Toad: B, C, I, J, K, L, N, O, P, R, S, U, V., W.
Photo credits:
Ben Russell: A.
Bob Ferguson: B, U.
James Drasher: C.
Nate Nazdrowicz: D.
Stephen Staedtler: E, V.
Mark Lethaby: F.
Stacie-Fe Gillen: G, X.
Kyle Fawcett: H, K.
Darnell Brister: I.
Scott Pappentick: J.
Marlin Corn: L,O, P.
Brandon Hunsberger: M, R.
Andy Weber: N.
Travis Russell: Q.
Sean Hartzell: S.
Tom Pluto: T.
Kyle Loucks: W.
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Preferably Alive

Photo: B. Ruhe

Ambystoma laterale
A.K.A. Blue-spotted Salamander

Most recent confirmed sightings in McKean County;
suspect may also be present in Warren and/or Potter
County.

Reward:

Accolades of the herping community
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Contact & Resource Information
Regional Coordinators:

Northwestern Pennsylvania: Mark Lethaby - nw@paherpsurvey.org
North-central Pennsylvania: Duane Stafford - nc@paherpsurvey.org
Northeastern Pennsylvania: Larry Laubach - ne@paherpsurvey.org
Southwestern Pennsylvania: Ed Patterson - sw@paherpsurvey.org
South-central Pennsylvania: Tom Pluto - sc@paherpsurvey.org
Southeastern Pennsylvania: Kyle Loucks - se@paherpsurvey.org

General Coordinators:

Western Pennsylvania: Jason Poston - jposton@machac.org
Central Pennsylvania: Brandon Ruhe - bruhe@machac.org
Eastern Pennsylvania: Marlin Corn - mcorn@machac.org

County Coordinators:

Adams County: Sue Muller - adams@paherpsurvey.org
Blair County: Travis Russell - blair@paherpsurvey.org
Berks County: Christina Obrecht - berks@paherpsurvey.org
Bucks County: Darnell Brister - bucks@paherpsurvey.org
Carbon County: Bob Ferguson - carbon@paherpsurvey.org
Centre County: Jason Beale & Jerod Skebo- centre@paherpsurvey.org
Chester County: Patrick Gardner - chester@paherpsurvey.org
Clarion County: Kurt Regester - clarion@paherpsurvey.org
Clinton County: Stephen Bugaj - clinton@paherpsurvey.org
Columbia County: JD Hartzell - columbia@paherpsurvey.org
Crawford County: Ken Anderson - crawford@paherpsurvey.org
Dauphin County: David McNaughton - dauphin@paherpsuvey.org
Delaware County: Mike McGraw - delaware@paherpsurvey.org
Elk County: Stacy Foster - elk@paherpsurvey.org
Fayette County: Jill Jassman-Sharlock - fayette@paherpsurvey.org
Franklin County: Tyler Hake - franklin@paherpsurvey.org
Huntingdon County: Andy Weber - huntingdon@paherpsurvey.org
Juniata County: Stacia-Fe Gillen - juniata@paherpsurvey.org
Lackawanna County: Cheryl Nolan - lackawanna@paherpsurvey.org
Lancaster County: Scott Martin - lancaster@paherpsurvey.org
Lebanon County: Jacob Cramer - lebanon@paherpsurvey.org
Lehigh County: Sebastian Harris - lehigh@paherpsurvey.org
Luzerne County: Kelly Murman - luzerne@paherpsurvey.org
Lycoming County: Don Bratz - lycoming@paherpsurvey.org
Mifflin County: Joe Conklin - mifflin@paherpsurvey.org
Monroe County: Jon Adamski - monroe@paherpsurvey.org
Montour County: Sean Hartzell - montour@paherpsurvey.org
Northumberland County: Kyle Fawcett - Northumberland@paherpsurvey.org
Philadelphia County: Billy Brown - philadelphia@paherpsurvey.org
Schuylkill County: Chris Bortz: - schuylkill@paherpsurvey.org
Snyder County: Kyle Fawcett - snyder@paherpsurvey.org
Susquehanna County: Kristi Sullivan - susquehanna@paherpsurvey.org
Tioga County: Jordan Allen - tioga@paherpsurvey.org
Union County: Mizuki Takahashi - union@paherpsurvey.org
Venango County: Brandon Hunsberger - venango@paherpsurvey.org
York County: Kelsey Frey york@paherpsurvey.org
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Contact & Resource Information
The PARS Team:

Brandon Ruhe, President, The Mid-Atlantic Center for Herpetology and Conservation
Jason Poston, Webmaster and IT Expert, The Mid-Atlantic Center for Herpetology and Conservation
Marlin Corn, PARS State-wide Coordinator, The Mid-Atlantic Center for Herpetology and Conservation
Chris Urban, Chief of the Natural Diversity Section, Division of Environmental Services, Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission
Kathy Gipe, Herpetologist and Nongame Biologist, Natural Diversity Section, Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission
MACHAC Contact: info@machac.org

Recommended Web Sites:

Pennsylvania Amphibian and Reptile Survey (PARS): www.paherpsurvey.org
The Mid-Atlantic Center for Herpetology and Conservation (MACHAC): www.machac.org
Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission (PFBC): www.fish.state.pa.us.
Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles: www.ssarherps.org
Northeastern Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation: www.northeasparc.org
Maryland Amphibian and Reptile Atlas: www.marylandnaturalist.org
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